The Chambers compact bottom mount brings fun to space and energy efficiency in a configuration that just makes good sense. Bring the refrigerated space you use the most off the floor and easily accessible. At the same time the freezer drawers reduce frost build up, ensuring optimal energy savings all year round. The 57” height will fit under virtually every overhead cabinet and the range of retro and modern colors make an eye-catching statement. LED lighting brightens up the interior that has loads of adjustability and even has split.

**Key Features**
- Retro style
- Available in 7 colors
- Metal handle
- Antibacterial liner
- Low noise compressor
- LED lighting
- Energy Star certified
- Freezer Drawers

**Other Features**
- 2 adjustable glass shelves
- Crisper drawer and cover
- Split door shelves
- Manual defrost freezer
- One Year Parts and Labour Warranty

**Assembled Dimensions**
- Height: 57.0”
- Width: 21.6”
- Depth: 24.2”
- Weight: 128 LBS